
$4,498,888 - 4831 Copa De Oro Drive, Anaheim Hills
MLS® #PW23047540

$4,498,888
6 Bedroom, 10.00 Bathroom, 9,503 sqft
Residential on 1 Acres

Copa de Oro, Anaheim Hills, 

HUGE PRICE IMPROVEMENT !!!!!
Spectacular modern architecture estate
located in guard gated Copa De Oro and
formerly owned by NBA coach Mike Brown!
This is one of the few homes in Copa utilizing
modern architecture with clean lines and lack
of adornment to deliver tropical modernism.
This landscape design and ambience was
inspired by a tropical atmosphere that will keep
you barefoot and create an everyday
staycation. Pull through your own privately
gated entrance, porte cochere and oversized 4
car garage with storage. The home
encompasses 9500 sqft of luxurious living
centered around the backyard oasis utilizing
almost every square inch of this Â¾ acre lot. It
is exquisitely appointed with the finest of
finishes throughout; gorgeous hardwood and
rich travertine floors, decorative leaded glass
doors, two main floor bedroom suites, rich
wood paneled office/library, and expansive
family room with entertainerâ€™s sports bar,
media center, and 350-gallon built-in aquarium
emitting soothing bubbling sounds adding to
the therapeutic effect of pure relaxation.
Surrounding a gorgeous stacked stone
two-sided fireplace is the inviting morning
room with floor to ceiling windows, atrium
breakfast room, and an exquisite gourmet
kitchen that enjoys the incredible resort
backyard views, finished with updated white
cabinetry, sleek granite counters, top of the
line Sub Zero, Viking & Miele appliances, and
two versatile center islands. Upstairs sits a



stunning dual entry primary suite that goes on
for days with relaxing sitting room with
fireplace, private office, full commercial size
gym, private view balcony, plus a to-die-for
sumptuous bath with dual vanity, steam
shower and separate sauna. A dual bedroom
suite with teen room plus immense dual vanity
bath; and an additional en-suite bedroom
finish the upper level. Enjoy gorgeous city
lights views from the upper level and the roof
top loggia. 5 star resort amenities await, your
very own tropical lagoon style rock pool with
multiple cascading tiered water falls, slide,
grotto and swim up table. Completely covered
outdoor loggia with fireplace, bathroom with
shower, outdoor kitchen/bar and rooftop deck
to take in the sunsets, city lights or fireworks at
night. Full regulation tennis court that
accommodates full court basketball and
pickleball. All of this plus top rated schools,
close proximity to freeways, shopping and
restaurants makes this your most desired
destination 365 days a year.

Built in 1990

Additional Information

City Anaheim Hills

County Orange

Zip 92807

MLS® # PW23047540

Bedrooms 6

Bathrooms 10

Square Ft 9,503

Lot Size 0.70

Neighborhood Copa de Oro

Levels Two

Garages 4

School District Orange Unified

HOA Dues $1,033

HOA Dues Freq. Monthly



Listing Details

Listing Agent Carole Geronsin

Provided By: BHHS CA Properties

Based on information from California Regional Multiple Listing Service, Inc. as of May 2nd, 2024 at 3:20pm PDT. This
information is for your personal, non-commercial use and may not be used for any purpose other than to identify
prospective properties you may be interested in purchasing. Display of MLS data is usually deemed reliable but is NOT
guaranteed accurate by the MLS. Buyers are responsible for verifying the accuracy of all information and should
investigate the data themselves or retain appropriate professionals. Information from sources other than the Listing
Agent may have been included in the MLS data. Unless otherwise specified in writing, Broker/Agent has not and will not
verify any information obtained from other sources. The Broker/Agent providing the information contained herein may or
may not have been the Listing and/or Selling Agent.


